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No DAM Extras…Like, Ever!
by Gray McQuarrie
Grayrock & Associates

Summary: How we manage our scrap events
determines whether our business thrives or dies.
Consider a policy to start absolute-lot quantities,
which means, no extras, ever.
You have two choices regarding how you
manage scrap events in your shop; your choice
could be the difference between your business
thriving or dying. The most popular option for
managing scrap events is to start extra material so
that you have enough to ship at the end, but this
option can drive your business into the ground.

Figure 1:
Simple discrete
event supplier/
customer model.
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The least popular option is to restart jobs
in which you start absolute-lot quantities—no
extras—but this requires disciplined execution
and a tightly timed and reliable production
process. This option could make your operation
extremely profitable—if you can do it. Let’s explore what it would take to make this work.
Figure 1 shows the simple discrete event
model we used in last month’s article, Little
Things Have the Power to Break Big DAMs,
showing a result of 16 days down with 10%
scrap in the supplier process. In this model we
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are the supplier and we don’t want to cause our
customer to keep too much inventory, but we
also don’t want them to have such a low inventory that they run out of parts. Our goal is
to come up with the optimum order quantity
(EOQ) and optimum reorder point (ROP) that
keeps our customers’ costs at a minimum.
The optimum shown in Figure 1 was derived
using the objective function in Equation 1 that
includes shutdown costs, inventory holding
costs, and shipping costs.
Equation 1:
MinCost = DaysDown*$1000 + AvgInv*$900 +
TotalShip*$50
The result in Figure 1 happened using an optimum ROP and EOQ derived from the model!
What went wrong? To answer this we need to
look at our supplier plant more closely.
Figure 2 shows a simple block diagram pictorial of our plant where all of our operations
have been reduced to a simple conveyor that
provides surprisingly detailed insights. For
example, in a conveyor process activity, items
exit in a precise timed sequence or spacing.
This mimics the delay caused by electrical test,
which is an important part of detecting a scrap
event, because it will trigger the need for a restart using our no extras policy.
Table 1 shows the result of the model,
where the time it takes for one panel to
travel the conveyor is five days with panels
spaced or delayed by half a day. This data represent one simulation run of 300 days repeated
500 times.

What is astonishing about Table 1 is that the
customer’s number of days down was as high as
15. How can this happen?
The answer rests with the behavior of the
conveyor. If you had a lot size or EOQ of four
items, it would take 6.5 days to complete the
lot: part 1 = day 5, part 2 = day 5.5, part 3 = day
6, part 4 = day 6.5. You can see that multiple
restarts, with larger lot sizes or a larger EOQ,
increase the spread in the time to complete a
lot. Notice that in Table 1 there is a wide range
of number of restarts or scrap events for zero
days down at our customer. In fact, there is no
numerical correlation to the number of scrap
events and days down at the customer!
To make this idea easier to understand,
think of a scrap event as a number of turns at
a roulette wheel. You don’t know what number the ball is going to land on that will tell
you when you will detect the event. As you play
more times you are going to get a wider range
of results. It’s the position on the conveyor that
triggers when the restart will happen; when
this happens determines how long it will take
to complete the lot.
As it stands, even at the optimized levels for
ROP and EOQ, you will be so late with deliveries that 40% of the time your customer will
run out of material. You will be lucky to keep
the business for this level of performance. There
will be an enormous incentive to abandon this
approach and just launch extras. Don’t do it!
In my October 2011 column, “Don’t Shoot
the Messenger: Make Your Quality Meetings
Fun,” we saw how the variation in scrap (and
this was real data, by the way) can vary great-

Figure 2: Restart loop caused by scrapped panels occurring in the supplier factory.
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Days Down
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Events
Percentage or Risk
(of 500)		
304
60.8%
51
10.2%
56
11.2%
28
5.6%
14
2.8%
14
2.8%
9
1.8%
8
1.6%
5
1%
4
0.8%
3
0.6%
0
0.0%
2
0.4%
1
0.2%
0
0.0%
1
0.2%

Min Restarts
(# Scrap Events)
7
9
12
11
13
11
17
13
19
16
21
0
21
20
0
19

Max Restarts
(# Scrap Events)
35
31
30
31
25
30
26
24
21
26
23
0
23
20
0
19

Table 1: Data showing the lack of correlation between number of restarts at the supplier and days
down because of lack of material at the customer.
ly between part numbers. What this means is
that in order to ensure that you have sufficient
material to prevent the need for the restart you
will have to release extras in excess of the average scrap rate of 10%. To understand this, ask
yourself this question: How often on a given
day is the temperature below average and above
average? About 50% of the time you will have
processed too much material and about 50% of
the time you will have processed too little material. This isn’t good, because it is the absolute
singular result repeated again and again that a
customer cares about—not the average event.
In order to improve your 50% result of having
enough material to ship, you will have to start
a huge amount of excess material. The overprocessing will cause your costs to skyrocket. A
shop that understands this fact and does just
the opposite—a no extras policy—has the opportunity to compete on cost with any shop in
the world.
So what can you do to improve the risk issue seen in Table 1? What if we kept the con-

veyor going at the same speed (five days for a
panel to go from beginning to end), but decreased the spacing from one-half a day or 12
hours, to 0.1 days or 2.4 hours while keeping
the ROP and EOQ levels the same? Table 2
shows the results.
Days Down

Events

Percentage

(of 500)

or Risk

0

438

87.6%

1

24

4.8%

2

26

5.2%

3

5

1%

4

4

0.8%

5

1

0.2%

6

2

0.4%

Table 2: Data showing the benefit of reducing
the wait time between panels, or spacing of panels, on the production conveyor.
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The improvement in Table 2 shows what
can happen by decreasing the spacing or delay between parts. What this means in a board
shop is that you want the electrical test, final
routing, and final inspection to go as fast as
possible. When a scrap event is detected, immediately launch a restart. This may mean doing
things differently than what you do today. Here
are some recommendations to consider:
1. Instead of doing ET after final routing,
you might want to do ET before final routing
so that you can launch a restart panel as soon
as possible.
2. If you do the above, then you will have to
ET the panel instead of the individual circuits.
3. There might be issues of equipment cost
and testing cost for a given panel size if you are
going to test panels and not parts. And there
may have to be a rethinking as to the optimum
number of different panel sizes, and the size of
panels themselves.
4. As soon as you detect a single bad circuit
in a panel, you need to relaunch a panel. You
might want to relaunch a second panel prior to
getting enough circuits to justify a second panel
restart.
5. Avoid jobs that have extremely advanced
final routings that take a very long time. Work
with the customer to use a different process and
technology or redesign the board or make sure
pricing reflects the added cost presented from
the constrained product flow created by the
part. Also make it clear that delivery schedules
will be erratic and you will not accept penalties
for being late. Each intricate route will have to
be examined, likely using an advanced optical
tester of limited capacity, and inspected carefully by hand. This is going to produce a significant panel-to-panel spacing or delay for detecting a scrap event.
6. Make sure the final inspection process is
streamlined, operators are well trained, and that
it has adequate optimized man power so that
you keep any delay in detecting scrap events as
short as possible, and costs in line.
7. Train process operators to look for the
52
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same things people are looking for in final inspection. Have operators report out the scrap
they see and launch an appropriate restart. This
should reduce the need for inspectors at the
end of the process.
8. Never punish people on the floor for
scrap, because you will not get the information
you need for a no extras policy to work. Initiate
a process for review and retrain operators as required. Remove operators based on inspection
of how they are doing their work on the job,
but never for a specific event that happens on
the line. If you get just this part right, forgetting
everything else, your shop will make dramatic
improvements (this will be a subject of a future
article).
9. Figure out how ET, final routing, and final
inspection can become a work cell that is fast
and efficient with minimal delays and everyone
working as a team.
10. Determine the number of ET testers you
need to keep the detection of scrap at the speed
you need.
Just because all of the real processing work
has been done, you aren’t home free. There are
huge benefits for you and your customer to
make the final operations of ET, final routing,
and final inspection coordinated and fast. The
benefits are huge to you and your customer. By
doing it well, you will have a consistency of delivery to your customers that will be very difficult for your competitors to match. PCB
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a novel material for high-layer count and high-reliability pcbs continues

Figure 7: 24 layers, 1.0 mm BGA, thermal shock
288°C, three times (no delamination).

Figure 8: 24 layers, 1.0 mm BGA, thermal shock
288°C, three times (wicking).

Table 4: Dielectric properties.
complex BGA design (pitch 0.8 mm, throughhole diameter 0.25 mm) on thicker (4 mm PTH
board and 3.2 mm HDI board) PWBs, compared
with currently available Pb-free compatible materials. The dielectric properties of this material
would be able to get Dk of 4.2 and Df of 0.015
under 1 GHz based on SPDR method. PCB

Download FREE excerpts of Business
Agility Solutions’ latest E-book NOW!
You Have a DAM Problem—Identify
and change the bad behaviors
sabotaging your company!
By Gray McQuarrie
Wondering why you are so stressed out at
work, or about work? Are all companies the
same—with pressure, stagnation, and pollution
affecting job performance? Or can work be a
whole lot more fulfilling, where people respect
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one another, at all levels of an organization, and
bring to work a desire and passion to do the best
job possible?
Learn how a shift in thinking, and eliminating roadblocks is possible—especially in a manufacturing environment.  This is the doorway
you must pass through to create the new “Agile” business culture everyone has been talking
about—the doorway that will blow away your
competition and allow your company to realize
stunning top-line and bottom-line growth.
Click here to download the introductory
information and first chapter of You Have a DAM
Problem for FREE!

